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About This Game

Far away, lost in another dimension, there‘s a world where human dreams come to life. A land built upon sweet dreams where
Trekkie and her friends live, safe from the bitter monsters inhabiting the dark world of nightmares. But even all the fear and
anguish in the land of the human aren't enough for the nightmare monsters, who are stealing the dreams of Trekkie‘s world,

keeping them hidden while dreams are corrupted and transformed into nightmares. Help Trekkie find their dreams before it‘s
too late!

Features

50+ levels

Charming world with a cartoon, minimalistic style

Retro-inspired 8-bit sound effects and music

Avoid your enemies
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Well, I'm just publishing it just to add my recomendation. For now I can say that's a great game and well done.

I'll update this at some point with a more detailed and better worded recomendation. Give it a try.. Input lag both with a
controller and keyboard, not worth the hassle.. Accel Hyper will turn your bullied character into a bully.. I am only reviewing the
single player campain. Its solid, guns feel a little off but the story and setting are well done.
About 4 - 5hrs to finish the campain on normal.
. I'm not surew here I got htis game, but I saw it in my library and figured I'd try it. Honestly it is not very good :(

The music that comes with it is a bit annoying. The gameplay is bad, and I'm not a fan of what I think they were going for,
which is a bland thing to try to be. Best of luck to the devs though, I'm sure the next one they do will be a bit better. :)

Positives are that the gameplay appears to be simple, at the very least, the gameplay shown by the tutorial.. EDIT 08\/02\/2018 -
Looks like this was fixed the DAY after so absolutely no complaints now :)

The first thing to say about this game... It does EXACTLY what it says on the tin!

I streamed this as a first impressions type of game, expecting a punching shotting madman killing robots and that's exactly what
I got. The game is a super super fun way to waste some time however I did have a couple of issues...

As you can see from the video attached we got to a point in the game that was completely broken, I could literally one shot
everything and not die. Getting to this point allowed me to just run through the game and just wreck shop, my gun even seemed
to hit pretty much in a circle around me taking the difficulty away.

However if this is fixed we will see an amazing game come out of it and I cannot wait to follow the dev process!

If anyone wants to check out my first impressions you can do so here :)

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=a5VS6Zd_zZw. If you think that you can buy as much of these packs as you want, then
know that it's a single time purchase.
I used to think that this pack allows you to p2w and this wrong knowledge spoiled my gaming experience quite a bit. But that
was wrong and ToS is great!
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Story: Reoccurring nightmares bring a young woman full of questions to the abandoned Chestnut Lodge Asylum after seeing a
news report concerning yet another mysterious death at the place she recognizes from her nightmares. During the course of play
the answers about the mysterious deaths and her own reoccuring nightmares are revealed.

Gameplay: Creepy (just another dark and stormy night and that whispering voice), slightly scary (a mystery boy, a terrified
policeman, and six skeletons in very odd places) and full of mystery (Why, oh Why is any of this happening, that age old
question). I kept expecting jump scares but that just might be because I played Enigmatis lately, or from the initial and later
nightmare scenes.

The game plays in 3D causing the screen elements to move and the entire screen to move side to side (unless the gamer adjusts
it to widescreen.) Adds to the creepy atmosphere and the internal fear guage of the unknown. Just a warning if playing in this
3D mode, check the side edges of your screen for new areas and hidden object find items. (I do believe there are complaints
over this from the easily annoyed and the less exploratory gamers).

This is a true hidden object game, with hidden object finds nearly exclusive as the puzzle elements and plot movers meaning the
inventory reward item. They are a bit on the challenging side, with at least one very well hidden find. Also the developers used
at least one obscure, if not very obscure clue per hidden object scene. For example calling a grater a grinder, or a spool of thread
a cotton reel. (That one made me smile even as I said "jerks".)

There are few actual puzzles in this game comparatively speaking, making the true puzzling aspects of this game how to do
something, like open locked doors, slide across a wire or just exactly what purpose that television has. Some of the actual
puzzles found in this game are rarely used by any game developer, which makes them fun and challenging.

A few words about achievements: The bulk of the achievements (22 of 27 in fact) come from finding the morphing\/shifting
objects. These morphing\/shifting objects in a few cases can be quite the challenge to find. I had to look up four, two I knew
were in the scene but could not find, the other two were really well hidden and I missed them completely. Finding those objects
is a challenge all by itself.

This game plays well for all level of player, novice to expert. One final note in this game all achievements can be completed in a
single play through. Well almost the final note I forgot there is no game map. (I forget about maps since I rarely use one or there
are penalties for map use.). To those who want to buy the game + dlc, just wait for next year feb 2020.
Metro Exodus will come back to steam next year.. I used to play this games for hours. Till It didn't want to install on the new
laptop anymore. This version runs well on Windows 7. Downside is that it doesn't run on Windows 10. They should definitely
fix that. The graphics of darkstone are not the best. The game is somewhere between diablo 1 and 2 in gameplay with some
changes. The quests are fun to play.. Another great job from Handelabra Games. One deck dungeon is a really great
implementation of the game.
I had a lot of fun with it. At the moment it is 1-2 local players game with progression feature. You can unlock Gauntlet mode
after beating all the bosses. This is the first week of launch. The game a fully playable game with features to be released.

Here is what they said about the add-on in Update 30 of the digital kickstarter page.
As a reminder, the Treasure Chest will eventually include the Phoenix's Den, Fanatic, the Witch, the Hellhound, Caliana, and
the Soundtrack. When you redeem your Steam key, you will immediately receive the Phoenix's Den. The other 4 bonus cards
and music will become available to you as they are added in the coming weeks and months.. It's a lot like GORN, except more
serious and way harder. But, if it's a lot like GORN, why am I giving a negative review?

Three reasons:
1 - Sound effects are sub par and get annoying quickly.
2 - Enemies like to spasm and strike through themselves in a way that can't be blocked intentionally.
3 - The last update for this game was AGES ago, and that's my biggest issue.

If the developer continued to refine and improve this product, I would 100% recommend it. It's a good game, and it'll definitely
give you a workout and scratch that VR Swordplay itch better than anything else out there (even GORN). I just can't bring
myself to recommend something that the developer seems to have abandoned. Last update I saw was the Shields update, which
was great, but the game still doesn't have enough polish.. It's ok. Good graphics and immersive experience, but odd and
disturbing little story. I'll give it a thumbs up, but only just.. It has potential, and I did like the mechanics that I managed to see.
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As someone who has played Apocalypse Hotel, I can say that this game has a vastly improved interface and seems to be a much
bigger world, which I'm excited to explore.

----OUTDATED----
The problem is that the game is rather unoptimized and the low framerate has prevented me from doing much of that exploring.
I'm giving this a thumbs down for now, but if the framerate issue gets fixed I'll edit this review as necessary.

Note: While I consider this to be unlikely, I won't ignore the possibility that it is my computer causing the issue, rather than the
game. If you are reading this and are experiencing similar issues, let me know in the comments.
----OUTDATED----

NEW VERDICT: A fix has been added to the game. Pressing the 9 key will disable lighting effects, which (for me at least) has
solved the framerate issue. With that issue out of the way, the game can be played smoothly. The game itself is essentially a
revamped and improved version of Apocalypse Hotel in a fantasy setting, so if you were a fan of that, you will enjoy this.. I've
known and loved this game for years, but unfortunately this is a lazy port. This "Steam Edition" doesn't have changes in graphics
or interface. No mouse support, no key mapping. In the options you can assign commands to said buttons A B X Y R1/R2
L1/L2, even though you're not informed of what joypad you're supposed to use to play this game. If you don't use a joypad, you
eventually find out you are stuck with the keyboard arrows and the keys A and Z. If you want a different mapping, you'll have to
download a virtual joystick driver.
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